Jazz Tribute Mural

Read by Audrey Vines and Alice Vines

I am Audrey Vines of the Vines Sisters, and I am the youngest one of the sisters. We started right here in Farmville with our music, and have traveled many countries, states and cities singing different types of music, and jazz also. I am now going to introduce you to my sister, Pastor Alice Vines, who has just recorded some jazz music.

I am Alice Vines, and I have a new CD that is out that is called “Don’t Forget to Pray,” and in the jazz way, we upgraded our music. Even though it is gospel, we can still use it, and we try to fit all kinds of people, not one type of person, but the young folks, the old and all. We are happy to do this for the trio.

As you venture into the ECU GlasStation’s rear green space, you have the opportunity to observe two somewhat hidden murals. One of these murals is the Jazz Tribute mural. It is intended to be an ode to the beautiful music that is often made in this wonderful green space and enjoyed by Farmville citizens and visitors.

This mural was designed and implemented by ECU student Laura Frye, along with artist and Farmville citizen Linda Adelle Goodine.

The Farmville Group sponsored the effort through providing materials, work platform equipment, and some needed expert labor. It was a group effort, and a large and beautiful mural was the outcome.

We hope you join us for the live music that is often heard in this space.